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• Organic Velvety Surface: strong, velvety surface that has more tooth than traditional Ingres papers but without
the abrasive qualities of sanded papers

• Vibrant Color: surface grabs onto the pastel, breaking up the pigment and pulls it deep into the surface for
exceptionally vibrant color

• Painting with Pastel: surface has unique interaction with pastels, allowing the artist to create painterly effects
with soft, buttery marks.

• Blending: remarkable control, allowing for effortless, precision blending of pigments.
• Layering: Supports building up multiple layers of pigment to control color tone and intensity.
• Washes: Holds up to water or solvent-based washes.
• No need for fixatives: surface pulls and holds pigment so deeply, fixatives are not needed to keep the color

stable.
• Mixed Media Surface: in addition to pastel and pastel pencils, it will support most dry and wet media including:

oil pastels, charcoal, colored pencils, acrylics, watercolors and gouache.
• Supports All Pastel Types: supports the application of soft, medium and hard pastels, Cray-Pas® and other oil

pastels, PanPastel® colors as well as pastel pencils.
• Acid free, pH neutral
• In the pads, each sheet is protected by a crystal paper divider.

Pastelmat - 360g
The trusted medium for the pastel market.

The pastel adheres so well to this new paper that you don’t need to use a fixative between each layer. You 
are able to multiply the layers without a saturation effect. Pastelmat brings new opportunities for pastel 
artists, offering a coarser surface than velour but a softer surface than sand paper. 

SHEETS
Pack 5

MOUNTED BOARDS
Pack 1

Color

Size
91/2 x 121/2” 19¾ x 271/2” 271/2 x 391/2” 19¾ x 271/2” 271/2 x 391/2”

SKU
Anthracite 197015 96009 296009 496009 396009

White 197016 96010 296010 496010 396010

Brown 197013 96011 296011 496011 396011

Sienna 197014 96012 296012 496012 396012

Dark Grey 197023 96019 296019 496019 396019

Light Grey 197010 96020 296020 496020 396020

Maize 197011 96021 296022 496023 396023

Buttercup 197012 96022 296023 496022 396022

Light Blue 197017 96164 96160 496013 396013

Dark Blue 197018 96165 96161 496014 396014

Sand 197019 96166 96162 496015 396015

Wine 197020 96167 96163 496016 396016

Light Green 197021 96157 96158 n/a n/a

Dark Green 197022 96168 96169 n/a n/a




